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1 Install the Arduino software

Install Node.js and npm
brew install node
curl http://npmjs.org/install.sh | sh

2 Fork the rock_paper_awesome repo

Clone your forked repo
git clone git@github.com:username/rock_paper_awesome.git

☞ https://github.com/educoder/rock_paper_awesome

☞ http://arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
4 Plug the Arduino into your laptop

3 Install dependencies

cd rock_paper_awesome
npm install

5 Make a copy of the example Arduino sketch

cd arduino/awesome
cp awesome.example.ino awesome.ino

6 Open the copied sketch in the Arduino IDE



8 Wire up your Arduino

The wiring depends entirely on how you decide to 
physically represent the game. But the minimal 
configuration will look something like this:

“ready” button

1. Allow the player to choose their weapon: 
Rock, Paper, or Scissors.

2.  Allow the player to indicate that they are ready 
to play.

3. Show the other player’s chosen weapon.

4. Show that the other player is ready.

5. Show that the other player is in the room.

6. Show who won, lost, or tied.

7.  Other stuff? Dispense candy when we win? 
(Lightly) electrocute when we lose? It’s up to 
you... just be awesome.

7 Think of some awesome ways to:

“rock” button

“paper” button
“scissors” button

indicator LEDs



9 Modify the Arduino code for your physical repre-
sentation

In the awesome.ino code, look for EVENT 
HANDLERS and STATE HANDLERS. These functions 
are automatically executed whenever your Rock 
Paper Scissors receives events (EVENT HANDLERS) 
and enters a new state (STATE HANDLERS).

The Rock Paper Awesome software is structured 
around a finite state machine. At any point your RPA 
is in one of several possible states. The RPA receives 
events — either from the XMPP chatroom or from 
your physical Arduino inputs — and in response to 
these events transitions from one state to another.

See the finite state machine UML diagram on the last 
page for a map of states and possible transitions.

For example:

 void on_you_lose() {
   setLED(5, 255);
 }

 void while_ready_to_play() {
  myservo.write(35);
 }

 void loop() {
  if (paperButton.uniquePress())
      rpa.choose_PAPER();

     if (analogRead(PIN_ROCK)) < 100);
   rpa.choose_ROCK();
 }

For additional tips and info on writing your Arduino code, see:
https://github.com/educoder/rock_paper_awesome/wiki/Example-Arduino-Code

This will turn on the LED connected to pin 
number 9 (or more specifically, it will set its 
brightness up to the maximum value of 255).

This will turn a servo motor (defined in your 
setup() function).*

This will trigger a you_choose event, with 
PAPER as the weapon when the 
paperButton is pressed..*

This will trigger a you_choose event, with 
ROCK as the weapon when the light sensor 
connected to the PIN_ROCK pin reports a 
vlue below 100.*

* Some additional code and libraries required.

☞



10 Connect your RPA to the XMPP chatroom and play!

Back in your terminal, run the awesome.js Node 
service to connect your Arduino to the XMPP 
chatroom. aweosme.js will broadcast events to the 
chatroom so that other players can receive them.

node awesome.js USERNAME PASSWORD

(where USERNAME is your XMPP username and 
PASSWORD is your password)

11 Use a Raspberry Pi instead of your computer

See the RPA wiki for instructions:

awesome.js should automatically detect your RPA 
plugged in to your computer using USB. If for some 
reason it doesn’t, open awesome.js and edit the 
SERIALPORT value to point to your Arduino 
serialport dev (e.g. /dev/tty.usbmodemfd131).

Note that all players connected ot the chatroom will 
see your events, but the game is currently only 
designed to be played one-on-one. Make sure you’re 
only playing against one other RPA, otherwise things 
can get wonky.

https://github.com/educoder/rock_paper_awesome/wiki☞ 



BEHOLD! The Rock Paper Awesome 
Finite State Machine!


